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RE: Comments on SFWMD West Coast Land Assessment Draft Recommendations 
 
Dear Governing Board members: 

The undersigned organizations and individuals are writing in response to the South Florida Water 

Management District’s (SFWMD) West Coast Land Assessment Draft Recommendations that you will be 

voting on at this Thursdays 8/15/13 Governing Board meeting.  We appreciate the many water and 

natural resource-conscious recommendations put forward by the SFWMD in regards to the C-43, 

Caloosahatchee Water Quality Testing Facility, Okaloacoochee Slough, Corkscrew Regional Mitigation 

Bank, Six Mile Cypress Slough, and the majority of the Corkscrew Regional Ecosystem Watershed 

(CREW) properties.  However, as organizations that represent members throughout the region who are 

directly impacted by decisions regarding land use surrounding the Caloosahatchee River and the 

degradation of water quality as a result of too much polluted freshwater and not enough storage 

capacity, we request the following five properties not be surplused and offer several suggestions and 

alternatives to the surplus of other unassociated parcels located in the Caloosahatchee watershed.   

Specifically, we request the following five projects on the surplus recommendation list not be surplused 

because of their unique functions, services or cooperative interest from Lee County and/or the J.N. 

“Ding” Darling National Wildlife Refuge (DDNWR) for the reasons outlined in this letter. 

 North River Road, 412.06 Acres 

 I-75, 47.3 Acres 

 Goggin Road, 24.22 Acres 

 Trout Creek and Havens Island, 28.1 Acres 

 Caloosa Shores, 26.95 Acres 

North River Road, 412.06 Acres 

The SFWMD draft recommendations suggest that this site is suitable for exchange or surplus.  We 

strongly urge the District to retain this parcel for the valuable distributed storage and water quality 

treatment that could be achieved on this site and is needed in the watershed.  The large size of the 

property and its location, directly adjacent to Lee County’s Conservation 20/20 Daniels Preserve at 
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Spanish Creek, is very conducive for a future water storage and treatment project.  While spoil will need 

to be removed in order to implement a project, the spoil can be sold to compensate for the cost of 

removing it.  Therefore, we recommend that the North River Road site be retained by the SFWMD for 

the possibilities of creating a water storage and treatment project which is sorely needed in the 

Caloosahatchee watershed and can assist with Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) water quality 

objectives.  

  

I-75, 47.3 Acres 

The SFWMD draft recommendations state “the further evaluation of this tract will consider the possible 

interest by Lee County or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to acquire the site for a public purpose”.  We 

agree that a partnership or transfer with either Lee County or the USFWS should be pursued by the 

District.  Considering the location of the parcel, surrounded by conservation lands including the USFWS 

Caloosahatchee National Wildlife Refuge and Lee County Conservation 20/20 Caloosahatchee Creeks 

Preserve which encompasses wetlands, hammock and pine flatwood ecoystems, we believe the 

management or transfer would be the most reasonable and beneficial course of action as it will enable 

streamlined management, ease of access and contiguity.  The I-75 parcel’s highest and best use is for 

conservation and we support the transfer to the USFWS, Lee County or another public entity for 

continued preservation.  It is our understanding that Lee County has expressed an interest in retaining 

this parcel.  

 

Goggin Road, 24.22 Acres 

The SFWMD draft recommendations suggest that this site is suitable for exchange or surplus.  The 

Goggin Rd. property is north and directly adjacent to the Lee County Conservation 20/20 Alva Scrub 

Preserve and if any change in ownership is contemplated, it should be as a transfer to Lee County to 

enhance the existing preserve area.  It is our understanding that Lee County has expressed an interest in 

retaining this parcel. The Alva Scrub Preserve is home to gopher tortoises and Florida scrub jays, in 

addition to a diverse array of habitats which include mesic and scrubby flatwoods, oak hammock and 

cypress ponds.  The Goggin Rd. parcel would be an appropriate addition to the existing communities and 

we strongly recommend that the District pursue a transfer to Lee County.  In lieu of a transfer, we 

suggest that the District retain ownership to avoid removing an important buffer to conservation lands 

and inviting the possibility of development or other incompatible use.  

 
Trout Creek and Havens Island, 28.1 Acres 

The SFWMD draft recommendations suggest further investigation of interest on the part of either Lee 

County or USFWS to acquire these properties and that the parcels are suitable for exchange or surplus if 

a transfer is not contemplated.  Located at the historic settlement of Upcohall where two tributaries-

Trout Creek and Owl Creek- meet the Caloosahatchee in one of only seven estuarine oxbows, these 

parcels provide unique functions, services and opportunities for habitat preservation, recreation and 

oxbow restoration  within the Caloosahatchee estuary.  We agree that a transfer to either Lee County or 

USFWS would be an appropriate action, as the parcels would then remain in conservation for public use.  

Since the parcels appear to have intact vegetative communities and also have potential for future oxbow 

restoration, we believe it is imperative to maintain both Trout Creek and Havens Island in public 
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ownership.  Therefore, if a transfer to Lee County or USFWS is not successful, we would not support any 

surplus activity which would leave these parcels vulnerable to development or other incompatible use.   

Caloosa Shores, 26.95 Acres 

The SFWMD draft recommendations suggest that this site is suitable for exchange or surplus.  We 

disagree that these properties are suitable for surplus.  In addition, as outlined in prior comments from 

Mr. James Green, the Caloosa Shores Homeowners Association is interested in entering into an 

arrangement with the SFWMD to provide legal access to the Caloosa Shores parcel in exchange for 

either a conservation easement or some other legal assurance that the parcel would not be sold or 

developed.  We believe this is an appropriate course of action for the District to pursue, as it will ensure 

that this parcel would not be developed and can continue to provide wildlife habitat and water 

attenuation.   

 

Unassociated Parcels: The Caloosahatchee Visioning Process, the Southwest Florida Comprehensive 

Watershed Plan and Total Maximum Daily Loads 

Due to the widespread water quality, quantity and flooding issues throughout the Caloosahatchee 

watershed, the undersigned and many other stakeholders are invested in planning and restoration 

efforts to ameliorate water resource issues.  Thanks to the pervasive nature of the water resource 

challenges, it is incumbent on all involved, including agencies such as the District, to apply the most 

holistic view possible to ensure that land unutilized now, is not precipitately surplused before 

restoration planning efforts are completed.   

 
The most recent of these efforts is the Caloosahatchee Visioning Process (CVP) which was initiated only 

this year and is still in the preliminary phases.  The CVP is intended to provide a blueprint for achieving 

the restoration goals for the Caloosahatchee through diverse stakeholder involvement.  It would be 

premature to consider surplus or transfer of ownership to non-public entities prior to gathering all of 

the information during the CVP, which may identify additional ways in which to utilize these parcels for 

flood control, sea level rise mitigation, buffers, water storage, and restoration of the waterfront.  The 

Southwest Florida Comprehensive Watershed Plan (SWFCWP), formerly known as the Southwest Florida 

Feasibility Study, also identifies needed hydrological connections and wildlife corridors throughout the 

Southwest Florida region.   

 
Finally, there are two Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) established for the Caloosahatchee.  The 

estuarine portion west of S-79 has an approved Basin Management Action Plan (BMAP), while the 

Freshwater and Tributary TMDL is still in the modeling phase.  We strongly urge the SFWMD to consider 

the long-term impact of surplusing any of the Caloosahatchee parcels which may leave them vulnerable 

to development and other uses which may increase the nutrient loading to the river and complicate 

TMDL load reduction efforts.   

Corkscrew Regional Ecosystem Watershed (CREW): Camp Keais and Kehl Canal Parcels 

We appreciate the SFWMD stating in the July 30th public meeting that there are no plans to surplus the 

Camp Keais properties.  Despite the somewhat isolated status of the properties, they are located within 

the regionally crucial Camp Keais Strand flowway and are strategically placed to help maintain and 

preserve sheetflow.    
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We urge caution and further review regarding the intent to surplus the western parcels of CREW outside 

the modified boundary near the Kehl Canal.  These parcels were originally acquired in an effort by the 

SFWMD to raise the water level capacity within the Kehl Canal due to the area being prone to flooding.  

That project has since been abandoned by the District.  However, if these properties are bought and 

developed through the surplus process, the door is opened for more homeowners to be flooded and 

require action by the SFWMD to address the situation.  Since the attempt to improve the flooding 

situation has been given up, we believe it would be unwise to go beyond the status quo, neutral 

condition, which is currently in place, to one which has the potential to cause serious flooding issues in 

the future.  We recommend the District carefully consider the eventualities before recommending that 

the Kehl Canal parcels are suitable for surplus.  

 

 Public Comment Concerns 

During our review of the West Coast assessment staff recommendations we observed that several of the 

public comments submitted on the unassociated parcels were not reflected in the staff’s summary of 

comments received.  We understand that this may have been due to the fact that the comments were 

submitted via letter as opposed to the online comment form.  Nevertheless, our comments were 

received and are evident in the online record posted on the SFWMD website.  Therefore, the many 

instances where the summary reads “no public comment received” is not only inaccurate, but can be 

misleading to anyone who has not reviewed the public comments in their entirety.  We respectfully 

request that draft recommendations and summaries be revised to reflect all public comments submitted 

on each parcel during the land assessment process.     

 

Conclusion 

The undersigned organizations and individuals greatly appreciate the Governing Board’s attention to our 

concerns regarding the West Coast Land Assessment draft recommendations.  We are committed to the 

preservation and restoration of our regional water resources and native habitat and thank the Board for 

the consideration of our comments pertaining to these important land and water assets. 

 
Sincerely,    

Signatures Waived to Expedite Delivery  

 
Rae Ann Wessel 
Natural Resource Policy Director 
Sanibel Captiva Conservation Foundation  
 

Marisa Carrozzo 
Natural Resources Specialist 
Conservancy of Southwest Florida 

Mr. Jim Green, President 
Homeowners Association of Caloosa Shores, Inc. 
Real Estate Broker, Jim Green Realty 
 

Wayne Daltry, President 
Caloosahatchee River Citizens Association 

 
cc: Ray Palmer, Real Estate Section Leader, SFWMD 
      Ernie Barnett, Interim Executive Director, SFWMD 


